


.  Investment grade fixed income came under pressure throughout the quarter as Fed rate cut expectations declined.

▪ The S&P 500 hit 24 new all-time highs and ended the quarter at 5,254. Mid-cap, small-cap, developed international and emerging market 

(EM) equities all followed higher as well. 

▪ Performance broadened, as more parts of the globe moved higher; however, equity market leadership remained similar to the recent 

past. The “Magnificent 7” accounted for more than 35% of the S&P 500’s return for the quarter.

▪ U.S. large cap outperformed mid- and small-cap equities.  U.S. outperformed developed Intl, which outperformed EM.

▪ Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) maintained the target fed funds rate range at 5.25%-5.50%, officials continued to indicate 

possible rate cuts later this year.

▪ Market expectations for rate cuts have moderated significantly since the end of 2023. At quarter end, implied market pricing indicated 

roughly three cuts for the balance of 2024, which is now in line with Fed projections.  Fast forward to June and market probabilities have 

declined to 1-2 cuts.

▪ Corporate issuance established a first quarter record, insatiable investor demand allowed the new supply to be easily absorbed, creating 

an environment for credit spreads to grind lower during the quarter.

▪ Month-over month inflation accelerated (each month), leading to 3.5%-YOY growth in March, well above the Fed’s 2% target.
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▪ Reduced allocations to real estate 

investment trusts (REITs) given 

structural changes in the REIT market 

have altered fundamentals and the 

return/risk outlook

▪ Further reduced small- and mid-cap 

allocations given pressure from 

tightening credit and higher costs

▪ Favor quality dividend growth and lower 

volatility investment styles given 

profitability profile and durability during a 

potential contraction

▪ Diversified style exposure in developed 

international and EM equities to lower 

tracking error

▪ Reduced developed international 

equities in favor of U.S. equity given 

recession concerns abroad

▪ Reduced international small-cap and 

added quality non-U.S. investments 

given profitability profile and durability of 

earnings during a potential contraction

▪ Further reduced credit exposure in  

high yield and leveraged loans as 

Treasury yields reached the highest 

levels in decades, lessening the need 

to extend risk in credit markets

▪ Reduced cash position as Fed nears 

the end of its hiking cycle, lengthened 

duration as longer-term maturity yields 

are likely to fall as the economy slows
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Data as of May 31, 2024

Portfolio Level Statistics LMT Agg Index

Average Credit Quality* AA AA

Effective Duration 5.98 6.15

Yield to Maturity (YTM) 5.59 5.10









https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=www.pnc.com/indexdefinitions&data=01|01|elibby@seismic.com|f86efdedc0244bb54cfe08d74693258c|3566798d3d314a2fa3df3a4fe9c9fd40|1&sdata=U7NYI1x1SV2FixMA1PpQNs6OpMp9HhPWUGFqLLCtqYE%3D&reserved=0


https://nam03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=www.pnc.com/indexdefinitions&data=01|01|elibby@seismic.com|f86efdedc0244bb54cfe08d74693258c|3566798d3d314a2fa3df3a4fe9c9fd40|1&sdata=U7NYI1x1SV2FixMA1PpQNs6OpMp9HhPWUGFqLLCtqYE%3D&reserved=0


http://www.pnc.com/indexdefinitions
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